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Abstract

Traffic in local area networks is characterized by considerableb̈urstiness̈, even traffic represent-
ing continuous data types such as audio or video which require real-time network guarantees.
Existing algorithms for implementing real-time channels assume large or unlimited buffer space
in network switches in order to buffer entire messages. However, such large buffers also imply
large worst-case delays and high jitter. An alternative approach in an ATM network is to move
the buffering to the client interface and to transmit cells of a real-time channel more uniformly.
This allows the network to guarantee tighter deadlines and less jitter and to reduce the amount
of reserved buffer space required to support the real-time channels at each switch. It is argued
that this is practical in local area networks, even when it is not always practical in wider area
networks.
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Traffic in local area networks is characterized by considerable “burstiness”, even traffic
representing continuous data types such as audio or video which require real-time network
guarantees. Existing algorithms for implementing real-time channels assume large or
unlimited buffer space in network switches in order to buffer entire messages. However,
such large buffers also imply large worst-case delays and high jitter. An alternative
approach in an ATM network is to move the buffering to the client interface and to trans-
mit cells of a real-time channel more uniformly. This allows the network to guarantee
tighter deadlines and less jitter and to reduce the amount of reserved buffer space required
to support the real-time channels at each switch. It is argued that this is practical in local
area networks, even when it is not always practical in wider area networks.
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1 Introduction

Let us consider a fast local area network with very fine-grain switching — e.g., a network
based on Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology. We want to support traditional
kinds of computer network traffic, including

• request-response communication, typically characterized by small messages with very
low latencies, and

• bulk data transfer, in which large amounts of data must be transferred from one place to
another, on demand, as quickly as possible.

In addition, we wish to support a third class of communication, namely continuous media
such as digitized audio or video.

Much has been written about establishingreal-time channels within a network in order to
provide guaranteed performance, bandwidth, delay, and/or jitter characteristics to clients
with real-time or continuous data requirements [Ferrari90, Zheng93]. In a typical situa-
tion, a client makes a request to establish a real-time channel with parameters

(M, T, D)

whereM indicates the maximum size of a message (in ATM cells),T indicates the mini-
mum interval from the start of one message to the start of the next message, andD indi-
cates the maximum acceptable end-to-end delay of the message. The network then
determines whether or not it can guarantee the performance of the channel, based on dead-
line scheduling of cells, bandwidths of links, buffer capacities of nodes, and outstanding
guarantees to previously established real-time channels.

An open question is how much buffering to provide in the network nodes. It is generally
accepted wisdom that local area network traffic — including real-time traffic — is very
“bursty.” For reasons explained below, this leads to the requirement of large buffers in the
nodes or switches of the network. It also leads to large worse-case delays at each switch
and to potentially large jitter in the arrival of real-time data at its destination.

An alternative is to move the onus for buffering back to the client, or at least to somewhere
in the client’s protocol stack, operating system, or network interface. In effect, this would
smooth out traffic on the real-time channel by converting it to traffic with parameters
something like

( , , )

for some value ofk > 1. This paper explores some consequences of this alternative.

2 Worst Case Analysis

Consider a single switching node in the network, and suppose thatn real-time channels
coming into the node are all routed to the same output link. Suppose also that each input

M k⁄ T k⁄ D′
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link j can transmit data at the rate ofRj cells/second and that the output link can transmit
data at the rate ofR0 cells/second. In the worst case, a message arrives on each real-time
channel at the same instant. Cells start to fill up buffers in the switch at the rate of

 cells/second

After a small, constant delay  to dispatch the first cell, cells start to drain out of the buff-
ers at the rate of

R0 cells/second

If , then cells drain away faster than they accumulate. Only a constant amount
of buffer space is required within the switch and only a constant delay is introduced by the
switch. But if , then the buffers will fill up at the rate of  cells/sec-
ond for at least as long as it takes to receive one complete message — i.e.,

 seconds

This suggests a lower bound on the amount of buffer space which must be reserved in the
switch in order to guarantee that none of then real-time channels suffers cell loss, namely

 cells.

In actual practice, it is probably better to provide enough buffer space in the switch for one

full message on each channel — i.e.,  cells. If, for example, messages are individual
frames of a video stream, this can represent a lot of cells.

Large buffers of sizes imply long delays in the worst case and, consequently, high jitter in
the normal case. In the worst case (assuming that the channels are numbered in deadline

order), the last cell of channeln leaves the switch at least  seconds after
the first cell arrives (more if other channels have very smallTj). Thus, the best deadlineDn
that the switch could possibly guarantee is

.

On the other hand, if a message on channeln arrives when there are no other messages
contending for the same output link, then the last cell leaves the switch  sec-
onds after the first cell arrives. Thus the switch introduces a maximum jitter of at least

Rj
j 1=

n

∑ Rinput=

κ

Rinput R0<

Rinput R0≥ Rinput R0−

τ min
Mj

Rj
{ }=

τ Rinput R0−( )×

Mj∑

Mj∑( ) R0⁄ κ+

Dn Mj∑( ) R0⁄ κ+=

Mn Rn⁄ κ+
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into channeln. Depending upon the kind of traffic on the channel, this will demand a cor-
responding amount of buffering at the destination to restore a continuous data stream.

3 Impact on the Network

Note that providing enough buffer space is not really an issue. Memory for buffers is
cheap compared to the cost of the rest of the components of an ATM switch, and is likely
to remain so for a long time. However, delay and jitter are not “cheap,” but rather cumber-
some and onerous. In the previous section, it is apparent that the best delay and jitter that
an individual switch can offer grow proportionally with both the number of real-time
channels contending for each output link and also with the maximum size of a message or
burst.

Note also that both the delay and jitter are cumulative. That is, the delay and jitter of a
real-time channel passing through a number of switching nodes grows as it traverses the
network, contending with other real-time channels over intermediate links. Furthermore,
jitter in one switch increases the buffer requirements in subsequent switches of a path
through the network, as shown in [Zheng93].

Consider an example:— suppose alln real-time channels support video data with frames
of up to one megabit (i.e., about 2600 cells) 30 times per second, and suppose that all of
the links operate at 155 megabits/second (about 366,000 cells/second). Let  be small,
say, about two cell times or 5.5 microseconds. Multiplexing three such channels onto one
output link requires about 65% of bandwidth of that output link (in the worst case). Thus,
the switch will need up to 7800 cells of buffer space for the three channels. The worst case
delay is about 22 milliseconds (about two-thirds of a frame time) and the jitter is about 14
milliseconds. This is the delay and jitter introduced by a single switch. If one channel
passes through, say, three hops and is multiplexed with two new real-time channels of the
same characteristics at each hop, the cumulative delay would be nearly two frame times
and the jitter would be almost one and one-half frame times.

By contrast, suppose we are able to smooth out the traffic on real-time channels by buffer-
ing in at the interface or protocol stack. Then a client’s original request for a channel with
parameters (M, T, D) would be transformed by the system into a network request for a
channel with parameters ( , , ).

In the extreme, let  — i.e., suppose that the maximum-sized message is transmitted
one cell at a time, uniformly spaced over the minimum intervalT. Then the maximum
buffer requirement to supportn real-time channels over a single link isn cells (plus the
constant amount to cover the cell switching delay). The best delay of each cell that the
switch can guarantee to the client of thenth channel is

,

where we again assume that channels are numbered in deadline order. The maximum jitter
for channeln is . The last cell of a client message originally of sizeMn

κ

M k⁄ T k⁄ D′

k M=

D′n n R0⁄ κ+=

n R0⁄ 1 Rn⁄−
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would then leave the switch approximately  seconds after the first cell of that

message arrives.

Let us revisit the example of three video channels being multiplexed over one output link.
The switch requires only three cells of buffer space, plus enough to support the constant
switching delay . Cells from each channel arrive at a rate not exceeding one every

 seconds — i.e., every 13 microseconds — and leave within about
 microseconds. It takes a full frame time to transmit each frame through the

switch, but the maximum jitter is only about 5.5 microseconds. Furthermore, since full
frames are not being buffered in each switch, the cumulative delay and jitter through a net-
work is limited to the cumulative delay and jitter of a cell, not a whole frame. In the case
of three hops, a video frame still takes a full frame time to traverse the network, but expe-
riences only a maximum of  microseconds of delay and about 16.5
microseconds of jitter.

4 Notes and Comments

One example is by no means sufficient for defining a network protocol and policy. Never-
theless, it appears that by moving the buffering of real-time channels out of the network
and into the interface, better service can be offered. Philosophically, we can look at it from
a system point of view. In order for the network to be able to handle bursty traffic from
multiple clients and still provide reasonable guarantees, buffering is neededsomewhere. If
the network itself takes on the responsibility to provide the buffering for the largest real-
time message, it also limits itself in its ability to guarantee tight delays and low jitter. If,
however, the responsibility is moved back to the client interface, smoothing out the bursts
at that point, then the delays and jitter introduced by the network are much less.

Is it reasonable to build a local area network on these assumptions? I believe that it is. In
practical networks, clients do not interface directly with the network but with a protocol
stack, typically involving an operating system and a network interface device with some
degree of intelligence. Among other things, these layers partition high-level messages into
cells and perform other overhead and housekeeping functions. Except in the rarest cases,
the original information is already buffered, either in the client application itself or some-
where else in the stack. The computational cost of transmitting real-time channel cells at a
measured rate is negligible and trivial to implement.

An analysis of the impact of this policy on other kinds of local area network traffic is
beyond the scope of this short paper. Intuitively, however, it seems favorable, especially to
bulk data transfer. In general, when a client requests a bulk data transfer connection, it is
asking for (its fair share of) the maximum available network bandwidth. The implementa-
tion of such connections necessarily requires sophisticated flow control, so that the data
rate is both

• not so great that it creates congestion within the network, thereby causing information
to be discarded and hence requiring retransmission, and

Tn D′n+

κ
1 30 2600×( )⁄
8 κ+ 13.5=

3 8 κ+( )× 40.5=
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• not so small that it leaves network bandwidth underutilized, thereby causing its own
transfers to take longer than necessary.

On-demand bulk data traffic is, by definition, of lower priority than the real-time channels
guaranteed by the network. However, it seems that it would be much easier and more
practical for the flow control algorithms to dynamically set an optimal bulk data rate if the
burstiness of the real-time channels were less and the traffic were more predictable.

Note that this analysis was specifically oriented toward local area ATM networks and does
not apply to long haul networks. First, the small constant switching delay per cell (a few
microseconds, which we afford to ignore in the local case) is dominated by transmission
delay (tens milliseconds for coast-to-coast traffic) and framing delays typical of long-haul
telecommunications networks. Second, long haul networks are usually optimized for
bandwidth, not latency — indeed, telecommunications companies make their money by
selling bandwidth. Traffic patterns, resource allocation, etc., are characterized by the Law
of Large Numbers. By contrast, local area networks are characterized by the Law of Small
Numbers and thus must approach the same problems quite differently.

The dream of a seamless ATM network spanning the department, campus, metropolis, and
country is, I believe, a pipe dream. There will be not only different administrative and
financial pressures but also different technical pressures at the different levels. These will
affect how resources are allocated, what kinds of traffic will be accepted, what kinds of
guarantees can be offered, etc. It is almost inevitable that there will be gateways between
administrative boundaries. In practical networks, these gateways will not only do protocol
processing and routing, but also message buffering, splitting and reassembly, and other
management to adapt to the characteristics of the networks on each side.
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